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Abstract: The main objective of this project is to develop a CAD model of torsen differential for SAE SUPRA vehicle by 

using SOLIDWORKS and perform the simulation considering different materials. ANSYS-15 is the simulation software 

utilized for finding stresses, strains and deformation of mating gears under the torque supplied by the engine to the 

differential and comparing results for different materials. The static structural analysis was performed on the differential 

gears. The materials selectedfor the analysis are Aluminum-7075, Steel-4340 and Grey Cast Iron. 
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Introduction: The differential is an essential component of the powertrain of a vehicle. The engine is where power is generated. 

The transmission uses gears and gear trains to convert the engine’s power into speed and torque. The power from the engine is  

transferred to the differential before it reaches the output, the wheels of the vehicle. It is the main component that transmits 

movement from the engine to the wheels. Differentials are used in every car, since they are needed in simple operations, like turning 

a corner. When a car is turning a corner, the inner wheel spins slower than the outer wheel. Without a differential, there would be 

wheel slippage or fracturing of the drive shaft due to the differences in the wheel velocity. The differential allows the wheels to 

rotate at different speeds, while transmitting torque to the ground. Differentials also influence vehicle control, stability, and traction.  

There are two main types of differentials: open and limited-slip differentials. The open differential allows equal torque in both 

wheels, despite the relative speed of the wheels. It does not prevent the inner wheel from spinning before the outer wheel. Instead, 

the car starts to understeer and the engine torque has to be reduced to stop wheel spin—this limits acceleration. In an icy condition, 

the open differential will transmit the smallest torque to both wheels, even though one wheel requires more torque. In this case, the 

vehicle cannot overcome this situation. A differential is a device, usually employing gears, capable of transmitting torque and 

rotation through three shafts. They are used in one of two ways; first, it receives one input and provides two outputs--this is found 

in most automobiles--and secondly, it combines two inputs to create an output that is the sum, difference, or average, of the inputs. 

In automobiles and other wheeled vehicles, the differential allows each of the driving wheels to rotate at different speeds, while 

supplying equal torque to each of them. A vehicle's wheels rotate at different speeds, mainly when turning corners. The differential 

is designed to drive a pair of wheels with equal torque while allowing them to rotate at different speeds. In vehicles without a 

differential, such as karts, both driving wheels are forced to rotate at the same speed, usually on a common axle driven by a simple 

chain-drive mechanism. When cornering, the inner wheel needs to travel a shorter distance than the outer wheel, so with no 

differential, the result is the inner wheel spinning and/or the outer wheel dragging. This results in difficult and unpredictable 

handling, damage to tires and roads, strain, or possible failure of the drive train. There are various devices for getting more usable 

traction from vehicles with differentials. One solution is the limited slip differential (LSD), the most well-known of which is the 

clutch-type LSD. With this differential, the side gears are coupled to the carrier via a multidisc clutch, which allows extra torque to 

be sent to the wheel with high resistance when the limit of friction is reached at the other wheel. Below the limit of friction more 

torque goes to the slower wheel. If there is no load on one wheel, then no torque goes to the other. The LSD provides no torque 

except for spring loading, but some extra effect can be obtained by partially applying the vehicle's parking brake when one wheel 

is spinning. This can provide some resistance to increase the overall torque and allow the other driven wheel to move the vehicle. 

This only works when the handbrake acts on the driven wheels, as in the traditional rear-wheel drive layout. Naturally, the handbrake 

should be released as soon as the vehicle is moving again. A locking differential, such as ones using a differential along with air or 

an electrically controlled mechanical system, allow no difference in speed between the two wheels on the axle when locked. They 

employ a mechanism for allowing the planetary gears to be locked relative to each other, causing both wheels to turn at the same 

speed regardless of which has more traction. This is equivalent to effectively bypassing the differential gears entirely. Other locking 

systems may not even use differential gears, but instead drive one wheel or both depending on torque value and direction. A high-

friction Automatic Torque Biasing (ATB) differential, such as the Torsen differential, utilizes friction between gear teeth rather 

than at added clutches. This applies more torque to the driven wheel with highest resistance, grip or traction, than is available at the 

other driven wheel when the limit of friction is differential is reached at the other wheel. When tested with the wheels off the ground, 

if one wheel is rotated with the differential case held, the other wheel will still rotate in the opposite direction like in an open 

differential, but there will be some frictional losses and the torque will be distributed differently. Although marketed as being 

"torque-sensing", it functions the same as a limited slip differential. When tested with the wheels off the ground with torque applied 

to one wheel, it will lock, but it is still possible for the differential action to occur in use, albeit with considerable frictional losses, 

and with the road loads at each wheel in opposite directions rather than the same (acting with a "locking and releasing" action, 

rather than a distributed torque). An additional function of the conventional electronic traction control systems usually uses the 

antilock braking system (ABS) wheel speed sensors to detect a spinning wheel and apply the brake to that wheel. This progressively 

raises the reaction torque at that wheel, and the differential compensates by transmitting more torque through the other wheel, the 

one with better traction. In Volkswagen Group vehicles, this specific function is called Electronic Differential Lock (EDL).  In a 
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four-wheel drive vehicle, a viscous coupling unit can replace a centre differential entirely or be used to limit slip in a conventional 

'open' differential. It works on the principle of allowing the two output shafts to counter-rotate relative to each other, by way of a 

system of slotted plates that operate within a viscous fluid, often silicone. The fluid allows slow relative movements of the shafts, 

speed movements, such as those caused by a single wheel spinning. This system is similar to a limited slip differential. A four-

wheel drive (4WD) vehicle will have at least two differentials (one in each axle for each pair of driven wheels), and possibly a 

centre differential to distribute torque between the front and rear axles. In some cases (e.g. Lancia Delta Integrale, 1989 Porsche 

964 Carrera 4), the centre differential is an epicyclic differential to divide the torque asymmetrically but at a fixed rate between the 

front and rear axle. Other methods utilize an Automatic Torque Biasing (ATB) centre differential, such as a Torsen – which is what 

Audi use in their Quattro cars (with longitudinal engines). 4WD vehicles without a centre differential should not be driven on dry, 

paved roads in four-wheel drive mode, as small differences in rotational speed between the front and rear wheels cause a torque to 

be applied across the transmission. This phenomenon is known as wind-up and can cause considerable damage to the transmission 

or drive train. On loose surfaces these differences are absorbed by the tire slippage on the road surface. A transfer case may also 

incorporate a centre differential, allowing the drive shafts to spin at different speeds. This permits the four-wheel drive vehicle to 

drive on paved surfaces without experiencing wind-up. The gearing arrangement inside the Torsen differential combines the benefits 

of open, locking, and torque vectoring differentials. The Torsen differential T-1 utilizes an Invex gearing arrangement to perform 

all the previously stated characteristics. The arrangement of worm gears in the “T-1” makes the differential able to move as a solid 

unit, transferring equal power to both axles when moving in a straight line and there is no slippage. The differential housing transfers 

the torque to the worm gearing. 

Types of Torsen differentials 

There are currently three types of Torsen differentials. 

  

1. The original Torsen T-1 (Type A) uses crossed axis helical gears to increase internal friction. The Type I can be designed 

for higher torque bias ratios than the Type II, but typically has higher backlash and the potential for Noise, Vibration, and 

Harshness (NVH) issues, and requires a precise setup/installation.  

2. The later Torsen T-2 (Type B) uses a parallel gear arrangement to achieve a similar effect. There is also a specialist 

application of the T-2, known as the T-2R (RaceMaster).  

3. The latest Torsen T-3 (Type C) is a planetary type differential, in that the nominal torque split is not 50:50. The Type C is 

available as single or twin version; the Torsen twin C differential has front and centre differential in the same unit. 

 
Figure 1: Example of Torsen T-1 Differential 

CAD Modelling of differential: Design of spur gear 

To begin the designing of the gears, certain parameters has to be considered the engine under consideration is SAE car engine of 

our college. The car uses the KTM 390 engine to run. To design the gears the specifications of the engine are considered as follows: 

Table.1 Engine specifications 

Engine cc 373.2 cc 

Power 43 bhp 

Torque 37 N-m 

Number of cylinders 1 

The power from the engine is transferred to the sprocket through chain drive. The teeth on the chain drive for the engine are constant. 

That is the KTM engine contains 15 teeth for the chain drive to transmit the motion. The sprocket designed according to the power 

required to be transmitted by the transmission of Supra SAE car. The teeth on the sprocket are 52 which connect the engine with 

chain drive.  

The gear ratio is calculated by the ratio of number of teeth in the engine sprocket to the number of teeth in the sprocket. By 

considering the gear ratio, the final torque is calculated. The maximum speed of the vehicle is assumed to be 80kmph. The other 

parameters are as follows 

 

 

Table.2 Parameters derived from car specifications: 
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Gear ratio 3.46 

Final torque 128 N-m 

Maximum speed 80 Kmph 

Velocity 22.22 m/sec 

Radius of tyre 0.29 m 

Angular velocity 76.62 rad/sec 

Speed 800 rpm 

Once the required parameters are derived from the car specifications, We started the calculations for the spur gears of the differential. 

For the design of spur gear several parameters are assumed like pressure angle(α), Module(m) and Number of teeth’s(T). The table 

summarizes the calculated values for spur gear. 

 
Figure.2 spur gear parameters 

Table.3 Design calculations for spur gear 

Module (m) 2 

Pressure angle (α) 20o 

Number of teeth (z) 20 

Centre distance (a) 40 mm 

Pitch circle diameter (d) 40 mm 

Base diameter (db) 35 mm 

Addendum (ha) 2 mm 

Dedendum (hb) 2.5 mm 

Tooth depth (h) 4.5 mm 

Tip diameter (da) 44 mm 

Root diameter (dr) 35 mm 

Circular pitch (Pc) 6.28 mm 

Diametral pitch (Pd) 0.5 mm 

Tooth thickness (Th) 3.14 mm 

Fillet radius (r) 0.8 mm 

Working depth (WD) 4 mm 

Considering the above calculated values of the spur gear, solid modelling of spur gear is done using solidworks software. Toolbox 

feature of solidworks is used to design spur gears. The necessary requirements are given to the imported spur gear from the 

calculated values. The parameters that are provided for the imported spur gear are module, number of teeth, pressure angle, face 

width and shaft diameter.  

 

Figure.3 design of spur gear using solidworks 

Design of worm gear and worm wheel 

Torsen differential works on the principle of worm gear and worm wheel mechanism. Which is rotating worm gear can rotate the 

worm wheel but rotating worm wheel cannot rotate the worm wheel. So, the design of worm gear and worm wheel plays a crucial 

role in torsen differential assembly.  
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Figure.4 worm gear and worm wheel geometry 

Calculations for the worm gears in the differential are done with respect to car specifications. For the design of worm gear some 

parameters are assumed like pressure angle(α),Module(m) and Number of teeth’s(T). The table summarizes the calculated values 

for worm gear. 

Table.4 Design calculations for worm gear 

Module (m) 2 

Pressure angle (α) 20 

Number of teeth 20 

Pitch circle diameter 40 

Addendum 2.39 

Lead angle 45 

Face width 30 

Helix angle 45 

 

Figure.5 design of worm gear using solidworks 

After the design of worm gear, worm wheel is designed as a pair of worm gear. For the design of worm wheel some parameters are 

assumed likepressure angle(α), Module(m) and Number of teeth’s(T). The table summarizes the calculated values for worm wheel. 

Table.5 Design calculations for worm wheel: 

Module (m) 2 

Pressure angle (α) 20 

Number of teeth 10 

Pitch circle diameter 20 

Addendum 2.39 

Lead Angle 45 

Face width 55 

Helix angle 45 

 

Figure.6 design of worm wheel using solidworks 
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Assembly of differential gears 

After the completion of designing of spur gear, worm gear and worm wheel, these components are assembled in solidworks. For 

making the assembly of these gears first the worm gear and worm wheel pair is created using gear mating command. Then the 

circular pattern of worm wheel is created around the worm gear, resulting in formation of three worm wheels around the worm gear.  

 

Figure.7 Assembly of worm wheel and worm gear using solidworks 

 

Figure.8 Assembly of worm wheels around the worm gear using solidworks 

Similarly, the other worm wheels are mated around the other worm gear in the same plane with 10mm distance between two worm 

gears. The worm wheels used in the whole assembly are of same design but the worm gears differ except in the direction of 

alignment of teeth. Other than the direction of alignment of teeth, both the worm gears are same in all other parameters. 

 

Figure.9 Assembly of worm wheels around the worm gears using solidworks 

After the assembly of worm wheels and worm gears,  assembly of spur gears is done into the differential. Spur gears are mated on 

either side of all the worm wheels. These spur gears are in locked position with worm wheels and there is no motion between them. 

In the assembly spur gears and worm wheel exhibits motion with same torque.  

 

Figure.10 Assembly of worm gear, wheels around the worm gears using solidworks 

Simulation of spur gear mating 

Grey cast iron, Aluminium-7075 and Steel-4340 materials are considered for the simulation of differential. These materials are 

selected in ANSYS workbench and their required properties are provided manually. 

Table.6 properties of selected materials for ANSYS: 
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Materials 

Properties 

Aluminium  

7075 

GREY  

CAST IRON 

STEEL 

4340 

Poisons ratio 0.33 0.28 0.29 

Tensile yield  

Strength (MPa) 
503 172 470 

Tensile ultimate  

Strength (MPa) 
572 700 745 

Density (kg/m3) 2804 7200 7830 

Youngs modulus 

(MPa) 
71700 110000 192000 

Simulation is done for the spur gear mating by considering different materials. These material properties are not automatically 

selected by the software. Hence, the above-mentioned properties are manually given to the software. After getting the properties of 

specific material the mated spur gears are imported to ANSYS workbench. The torque is then given to the mated spur gears and 

then mesh is created. The required solutions are selected like, Von Mises stresses, strain, deformation and the solutions are obtained. 

To find out these solutions for other materials, just the material for the mated spur gears is changed and the solutions for the other 

materials are obtained.  

Simulation Of Grey Cast Iron Spur Gear Mating 

 

Figure.11 Equivalent elastic strain for spur gear mating (GCI) 

 
Figure.12 Total Deformation for spur gear mating (GCI) 

 
Figure.13 Von Mises stresses for spur gear mating (GCI) 

Simulation of steel-4340 spur gear mating 

 
Figure 14 Total Deformation for spur gear mating (steel) 
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Figure 15 Equivalent elastic strain for spur gear mating (steel) 

 

Figure 16 Von Mises stresses for spur gear mating (steel) 

Simulation of Aluminium-7075 spur gear mating 

 

Figure 17 Total Deformation for spur gear mating (Al) 

 

Figure 18 Equivalent elastic strain for spur gear mating (Al) 

 

Figure 19 Von Mises stresses for spur gear mating (Al) 
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Simulation of Worm gear and worm wheel mating 

We considered the Grey cast iron, Aluminium-7075 and Steel-4340 materials for the project. These materials are selected in ANSYS 

workbench and their required properties are provided manually. Simulation is done for the worm gears and worm wheel mating by 

considering different materials and the solutions are obtained.  

The material properties are not automatically selected by the software. Hence, the above-mentioned material properties are manually 

given to the software. After giving the properties of specific material to the ANSYS workbench the geometry of mated worm gears 

and worm wheel is imported. The torque is given to the mated worm gears and worm wheel and then mesh is created. The required 

solutions are selected like, Von Mises stresses, strain, deformation and the solutions are obtained. To find out these solutions for 

other materials, just the material for the mated worm gear and worm wheel is changed and the solutions for the other materials are 

obtained.  

Simulation of Grey cast iron for worm gear and worm wheel mating 

 

Figure 20 Total Deformation for worm gear & worm wheel mating (GCI) 

 

Figure 21 Equivalent elastic strain for worm gear & worm wheel mating (GCI) 

 

Figure 22 Von Mises stresses for worm gear & worm wheel mating (GCI) 

Simulation of steel-4340 worm gear and worm wheel mating 

 

Figure 23 Total Deformation for worm gear & worm wheel mating (steel) 
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Figure 24 Equivalent elastic strain for worm gear & worm wheel mating (steel) 

 

Figure 25 Von Mises stresses for worm gear & worm wheel mating (steel) 

Simulation of Al-7075 worm gear and worm wheel mating 

 

Figure 26 Total Deformation for worm gear & worm wheel mating (Al) 

 

Figure 27 Equivalent elastic strain for worm gear &   worm wheel mating (Al) 

 

Figure 28 Von Mises stresses for worm gear & worm wheel mating (Al) 
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ANSYS Results 

Table.17: Comparison of results between selected materials: 

Material 

Parameters 
Steel 

4340 

Grey  

cast iron 

Aluminium 

7075 

Von mises stresses in 

Spur gear mating (MPa) 62.356 62.177  63.019  

Von mises stresses in 

worm gear & worm 

wheel mating (MPa) 

43.54  43.46  43.86  

 

Conclusions 

 The results are obtained using ANSYS software. The results are compared between the selected materials according to 

their properties. 

 From the Table.17, it is observed that Von mises stresses of Grey cast iron are less than that of both Steel-4340 and 

Aluminium-7075. 

 Weight reduction is a very important criteria in differential. 

 Hence, Grey cast iron material is preferred for Torsen differential.  
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